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SEQUENCES REALIZABLE BY GRAPHS 
WITH HAMILTONIAN SQUARES 

BY 

V. CHUNGPHAISAN 

ABSTRACT. Let d=*(dl9... ,dn) be a sequence of positive 
integers. In this note we show that d is realizable by a graph whose 
square is hamiltonian if and only if (i) d is realizable by some graph, 
(ii) w>3, and (iii) dx-\ Vdn>2(n—1). In fact, we prove that if d 
is realizable by a connected graph, then d is realizable by a graph 
with a spanning caterpillar. From this it follows that if d is realiz
able by a connected graph, it is realizable by a graph whose square 
is pancyclic. We also prove that d is realizable by a graph with a 
spanning wreath if and only if d is realizable by some graph and 
dx+* • '+dn>:2n. (A wreath is a connected graph that has exactly 
one cycle and all vertices not in the cycle monovalent.) 

We consider finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. If u, 
v9 x9 y are four distinct vertices of a graph G, by a (uv9 xy)-exchange on G we mean 
an operation on G which removes the edges uv, xy in G and adjoins the edges ux9 

vy not already in G. A unicyclic graph is a connected graph with exactly one cycle. 
A caterpillar is a tree that has a path P and all vertices not in P monovalent. 
Similarly, a wreath is a unicyclic graph that has all vertices not in its cycle mono
valent. Following J. A. Bondy [1], we call a graph G pancyclic if it is connected and 
has cycles of length t for every t e {3 , . . . , | V(G)\}. Throughout this note, d denotes 
a sequence (dl9... , dn) of positive integers. We say that d is realizable by, or a 
degree sequence of a graph G if \V(G)\=n and dl9... , dn are the degrees of its 
vertices. Common definitions are omitted and can be found in [3]. 

The following Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are well-known. 

LEMMA 1.1 [2]. A sequence d=(dl9... , dn) of positive integers is realizable by a 
connected graph if and only if à is realizable by some graph and d±+m • '+dn> 
2(«-l). 

LEMMA 1.2. The square of a caterpillar R with at least 3 vertices is hamiltonian. 

Proof. Let P=(v09... , vn) be a path in R such that all vertices not in P are 
monovalent. For / = 0 , 1 , . . . , « , let S{ be any ordering (or permutation) of the set 
of vertices of JR that are incident with vt and not in P. Let C denote the sequence of 
vertices 

\v0> «1» v2> S& • • • 9 vn~li Sn> vn> Sn-1> vn-2> ^n-3? • • • * v3> ^2> vl> ^0> ^o) 
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if n is odd, or 

( ^OJ Sl> ^ 2 J ^3> • • • > Sn-1> Vn> ^n> Vn-l> S n _ 2 ? ^n-3> • • • » V3> S 2 , ^15 $0, vo) 

if « is even. Then it can be verified that C is a hamiltonian cycle in R2. 

LEMMA 1.3 [1]. The square of a caterpillar is pancyclic. 

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number n of vertices of the cater
pillar. The lemma holds trivially for n=\ or 2. 

Assume that R is a caterpillar with at least 3 vertices and that the squares of all 
caterpillars with fewer vertices than R are pancyclic. Ly Lemma 1.2 R2 has a cycle 
of length | V(R)\. Let v be a monovalent vertex of R. Then R—v, the graph obtained 
from R by removing v and its incident edges, is a caterpillar. Thus, by the induction 
hypothesis (R—v)2, which is a subgraph of R2, has cycles of length t for every 
t e {3, . . . , \V(R)\-l}. Hence, R2 is pancyclic. 

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.3, we have the following. 

LEMMA 1.4. If a graph has a spanning caterpillar, then its square is pancyclic. 

(REMARK. It can be shown that the cube of a connected graph is pancyclic and 
that the square of a tree is pancyclic if and only if the tree is a caterpillar.) 

THEOREM 1. For any sequence d=(d1,.. . , dn) of positive integers, the following 
four statements are equivalent. 

(1) d is realizable by some graph and dx+- • '+dn>2(n—1). 
(2) d is realizable by a connected graph. 
(3) d is realizable by a graph with a spanning caterpillar. 
(4) d is realizable by a graph whose square is pancyclic. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.1, (1) and (2) are equivalent. We have (4) implies (2), since 
a graph with a pancyclic square is connected. That (3) implies (4) follows im
mediately from Lemma 1.4. It thus remains to show that (2) implies (3). 

Assume (2) holds. Let G be a connected graph with degree sequence d that has a 
longest possible path. Let P= (v0,. . . , vm) be a longest path in G. To show that G 
has a spanning caterpillar, it suffices to show that every vertex in G has distance at 
most 1 from P. Suppose there exists some vertex u dit distance t > 1 from P. Let 
(uQ, . . . , ut) where u0=u and ut=^ be a shortest path from u to P. Note that (i) 
/ > 1 and v^x is not adjacent to ux—for otherwise P' = (v0,. . . , ^_ l 5 ul9 ... , ut, 
*^+i>... , t;m) is a path in G longer than P, and that (ii) u is not adjacent to vi9 since 
t > 1. Now the graph obtained from G by a (uux, t ^^ -exchange is connected, has 
degree sequence d, and contains a path (namely Pr) longer than P; this contradicts 
our choice of G. 

COROLLARY 1.1. A sequence d = ( d l 3 . . . , dn) of positive integers is realizable by a 
graph whose square is hamiltonian if and only if (i) d is realizable by some graph, 
(ii) n>3, and (iii) dx+- • '+dn>2(n-l). 
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COROLLARY 1.2. A sequence d=(dl9... , dn) of positive integers is realizable by a 
caterpillar if and only ifd±+- • -+dn=2(n—1). 

(NOTE. It is well-known that d±-\ +dn=2(n—l) is also necessary and 
sufficient for d to be realizable by a tree.) 

THEOREM 2. A sequence d=(dl9. . . , dn) of positive integers is realizable by a 
graph with a spanning wreath if and only if (i) d is realizable by some graph, and (ii) 
d1+--+dn>2n. 

Proof. (Necessity.) Let G be a graph with degree sequence d and a spanning 
wreath W. Then d±+- • -+dn=2 \E(G)\>2 \E(W)\=2n. 

(Sufficiency.) Assume that (i) and (ii) hold. By Lemma 1.1 d is realizable by some 
connected graph which, since (ii) holds, must have a cycle. Let G be a connected 
graph with degree sequence d and a longest possible cycle C=(v0,... , vm). To 
prove that G has a spanning wreath, we show that every vertex u in G has distance 
at most 1 from C. Suppose there is a vertex u at distance t > 1 from C. Let (w0,... , ut)9 

where u0=u, ut=vt and l < / < m , be a path joining u to C. Then clearly u is not 
adjacent to v€ and ux is not adjacent to ^_x. The graph obtained from G by a 
(uul9 t^^J-exchange is connected, has degree sequence d and a longer cycle 
(v0, . . . , Vi_l9 uu .. . , ut, vi+1,. . . , vm), contradicting the choice of G. 

COROLLARY 2.1. A sequence d = ( J l 5 . . . , dn) of positive integers is realizable by a 
wreath if and only if(ï) d has at least three terms greater than 1, and (ii) dx+* " + 
dn=2n. 

(NOTE. It can be shown that conditions (i) and (ii) in Corollary 2.1 are also 
necessary and sufficient for d to be realizable by a unicyclic graph.) 
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